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Abstract

Real-time database system must meet time constraints in
addition to the integrity constraints. Concurrency control is
one of the main issues in the studies of real-time database
systems. Traditional concurrency control methods use se-
rializability as the correctness criterion when transactions
are executed concurrently. However, strict serializability as
the correctness criterion is not always suitable in real-time
databases. Instead, correctness requirements vary from one
type of transactions to another and from one data type to
another. In this paper we propose a concurrency control
method witch is based on optimistic methods with a exten-
sion to relaxed serializability and semantic conflict resolu-
tion so that a special purpose concurrency control scheme
can be applied. Proposed method is evaluated and tested in
prototype implementation of real-time database system for
telecommunications.

1. Introduction

Many real-word applications involve time-constrained
access to data and access to data that has temporal validity.
Consider for example a telephone switching system, net-
work management, navigation systems, stock trading, and
command and control systems. Additionally, consider the
following operations within these environments: looking up
the ”800 directory”, obstacle detection and avoidance, radar
tracking and recognition of objects. These involve gather-
ing data from the environment, processing of information,
and contributing timely response. Additionally, these exam-
ples contain processing both temporal data, which loses its
validity after a certain time intervals, as well as historical
data.

Traditional databases, hereafter referred to as databases,
deal with persistent data. Transactions access this data
while maintaining its consistency. The overall goal of trans-
action and query processing in databases is to get a good
throughput or response time. In real-time systems can also

deal with temporal data, i.e., data that becomes outdated
after a certain time. Therefore, tasks in real-time systems
have deadlines. The important difference is that the goal of
real-time systems is to meet the time constraints of the tasks
[27].

Real-time does not just mean fast [27] and timing con-
straints that are in nanoseconds or microseconds. In-
stead, real-time means the need to manage explicit time
constraints in a predictable fashion, that is, to use time-
cognizant protocols to deal with deadlines or periodicity
constraints associated with tasks [23].

Concurrency control is one of the main issues in the
studies of real-time database systems. With a strict consis-
tency requirement defined by serializability [3], most real-
time concurrency control schemes considered in the liter-
ature are based on two-phase locking (2PL) [6]. 2PL has
been studied extensively in traditional database systems and
is being widely used in commercial databases. In recent
years, various real-time concurrency control protocols have
been proposed for single-site RTDBS by modifying 2PL
[12, 22, 16].

However, 2PL has some inherent problems such as the
possibility of deadlocks as well as long and unpredictable
blocking times. These problems appear to be serious in
real-time transaction processing since real-time transactions
need to meet their timing constraints, in addition to consis-
tency requirements [24].

Optimistic concurrency control protocols [13, 8] have
the nice properties of being non-blocking and deadlock-
free. These properties make them especially attractive for
real-time database systems. Because conflict resolution be-
tween the transactions is delayed until a transaction is near
to its completion, there will be more information available
in making the conflict resolution. Although optimistic ap-
proaches have been shown to be better than locking pro-
tocols for RTDBSs [10, 9], they have the problem of un-
necessary restarts and heavy restart overhead. This is due
to the late conflict detection that increases the restart over-
head since some near-to-complete transactions have to be
restarted. Therefore in recent years numerous optimistic
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concurrency control algorithms have been proposed for
real-time databases [5, 4, 18, 15].

Telecommunication is an example of an application area,
which has database requirements that require a real-time
database or at least time-cognizant database. A telecom-
munication database, especially one designed for Intelligent
Network (IN) services [1], must support access times less
than 50 milliseconds. Most database requests are simple
reads, which access few items and return some value based
on the content in the database. In this paper two transac-
tion types have been studied: service provision (IN) and
service management (TMN) [2] transactions. In transaction
scheduling, IN transactions are expressed as firm deadline
transactions and TMN transactions are expressed as soft
deadline transactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents recent related work in relaxing serializability and
proposed method is presented. Section 3 presents a experi-
mental setup and results. Finally, the conclusion of the pa-
per is presented in Section 4.

2 Relaxing Serializability

Traditional concurrency control methods use serializ-
ability [6] as the correctness criterion when transactions are
concurrently executed. However, in real-time database sys-
tems strict serializability is not always needed because it re-
stricts simultaneous access and induces unnecessary over-
head to the system. Real-time data is often temporal and
neither serializing concurrency control nor full support for
failure recovery is required because of the overhead [28].
This has led to ideas such as atomic set-wise serializabil-
ity [26], external versus internal consistency [19], epsilon
serializability [25], and similarity [14]. Graham [7] has ar-
gued that none are as obviously correct, nor as obviously
implementable, as serializability.

Due to the semantic properties of telecommunications
applications, the correctness criterion can be relaxed to so
called semantic based serializability. We have decomposed
the semantic based serializability into two parts. Firstly,
we have defined a temporal serializability criterion called
τ -serializability, which allows old data to be read unless
the data is too old. Secondly, we have used a semantic con-
flict resolution model that introduces explicit rules, which
are then used to relax transaction serializability. The first
method reduces the number of read-write conflicts whereas
the second one reduces the number of write-write conflicts.

We use the τ -serializability as a correctness criterion to
reduce read-write conflicts. Suppose that transaction TA up-
dates the data item x at time ta. Later transaction TB wants
to read the data item x. Let tb be the time when TB requests
the read on x. In τ -serializability the two operations do not
conflict if ta + min(τb, τx) > tb. The tolerance min(τb, τx)

specifies how long the old value is useful, which may de-
pend both on data semantics (τx) and on application seman-
tics (τb).

We have adopted the model of semantic-based concur-
rency control presented in [20]. We have used two seman-
tic levels for write operations: update and replace seman-
tics. Update semantics is like a write operation in traditional
databases. Replace semantics is used when the new value
of an object does not depend on any value of any object in
the database. This semantics is like a blind write operation
but the transaction can perform a read (blind read) operation
before replacing the object.

We use Hoare logic [11] in the semantic-based concur-
rency control where formulas are called triples and have
form: {P}S{Q}, where P and Q are well-formed formulas
of predicate logic, which we refer to as preassertions and
postassertions, and S is a syntactically correct statement
or sequence of statements in some imperative programming
language. To overcome the limit of serializability, to in-
crease performance, and extend this method to real-time
database systems we propose a new correctness criterion
called real-time semantic correctness. We assume that the
execution of each statement of a transaction is atomic and
isolated. A schedule of transactions is real-time semanti-
cally correct if

{I}Schedule{I ∧ QSchedule ∧ TSchedule} (1)

is true. A real-time semantically correct schedule must
maintain the consistency of the database, as indicated by
the fact that I is a pre and postassertion of schedule. A real-
time semantically correct schedule must also transform the
database that reflects the cumulative results of all the trans-
actions in schedule. We denote the assertion that describes
set of states by QShedule. Finally, real-time semantically
correct schedule must also maintain time constraints of all
the transactions in schedule and all temporal constraints of
data items accessed by the transactions. We denote the as-
sertion that describes set of time constraints by TSchedule.

To motivate semantic correctness in real-time database
setting, consider network database that mimics a Home Lo-
cation Register (HLR) [30] which is used to store infor-
mation about users of the network. Operators use HLR
databases to store subscriber data, location data, network
access data, and about network services data, for exam-
ple call forwarding. To simplify presentations schema pre-
sented below does not contain all the operations of the HLR.
Instead database and transactions are from The Telecom
One (TM1) benchmark designed for telecommunication ap-
plications [29]. Database consists three tables: Subscriber,
SpecialFacility, and CallForwarding. The basic data, such
as the location data, of all subscribers using the network is
found in the Subscriber table. Network services accessible
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to a subscriber are stored in the SpecialFacility table. Each
of those services might have a number of call forwardings,
which are stored in the CallForwarding table.

• SUBSCRIBER(s id, cf active, vlr location,
hlr location)

• SPECIALFACILITY(s id, sf type, is active)

• CALLFORWARDING(s id, cf number, sf type,
start time, end time)

Now consider a transaction GetNewDestination which
retrieves a new call destination for a call. It joins the Sub-
scriber, SpecialFacility and CallForwarding tables and re-
trieves one row with a given subscriber and a special facility
type:

GetNewDestination(s id, sf type)
BEGIN TRANSACTION

{true}

SELECT cf.cf number
INTO cf number
FROM Subscriber AS s, SpecialFacility AS sf,

CallForwarding AS cf
WHERE s.s id = :s id AND

s.s id = sf.s id AND
sf.sf type = :sf type AND
sf.is active = 1 AND
sf.s id = cf.s id AND
sf.sf type = cf.sf type AND
current time BETWEEN
cf.start time AND cf.end time;

{SQLSUCCESS ∧ : cf number ∧
current time < deadline }

COMMIT
END TRANSACTION

Figure 1. GetNewDestination transaction.

2.1 Conflict Detection and Resolution

This section presents conflict detection and resolution
using τ -serializability. We will call this method OCC-
τDATI. Conflict detection is based on forward validation
[8]. The number of transaction restarts is reduced by dy-
namic adjustment of the serialization order which is sup-
ported by similar timestamp intervals as in OCC-DATI [21].
Only difference between OCC-DATI and OCC-τDATI con-
flict detection is that OCC-τDATI allows transaction to read
also from the old committed transaction (see Figure 2) for a
τ -period based on transactions and the data item.

if (Di ∈ RS(Tv))
TI(Tv) = TI(Tv) ∩

[WTS(Di) + min(τv, τi, τDi
),∞[ ;

if (Di ∈ WS(Tv))
TI(Tv) = TI(Tv) ∩

[WTS(Di),∞[ ∩ [RTS(Di),∞[ ;
if (TI(Tv) == []) restart(Tv);

Figure 2. Reading from committed transac-
tions.

Second change between OCC-DATI and OCC-τDATI is
in the conflict resolution where OCC-τDATI allows replac-
ing a data item without a conflict with a read transaction
(see Figure 3).

forward_adjustment(Ta, Tv, adjusted)
{

if (Ta ∈ adjusted)
TI = adjusted.pop(Ta);

else
TI = TI(Ta);

if ( Tv.priority < Ta.priority )
if ( TI == ∅ )

restart(Tv); /* Validation ends here /*

TI = TI ∩ [TS(Tv) + 1,∞[ ;
adjusted.push({(Ta, T I)});

}

backward_adjustment(Ta, Tv, adjusted, x)
{

if (semantics(Di, Ta) == replace )
return; /* No conflict i.e allow replace */

if (Ta ∈ adjusted)
TI = adjusted.pop(Ta);

else
TI = TI(Ta);

if ( Tv.priority < Ta.priority )
if ( TI == ∅ )

restart(Tv); /* Validation ends here /*

TI = TI ∩ [0, TS(Tv) − 1 + min(τv, τa), τx] ;
adjusted.push({(Ta, T I)});

}

Figure 3. Backward and Forward adjustment
for the OCC-τDATI method.

3 Experimental results

We have carried out a set of experiments in order to
examine the feasibility of our prototype implementation,
specifically the concurrency control mechanism. All exper-
iments were executed in the prototype database running on
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a Intel Pentium 2400 GHz processor containing 512 MB of
main memory with the Linux operating system 2.6.12.

All transactions arrive to the prototype through a spe-
cific user request interpreter subsystem, that gets the arriv-
ing transactions from an off-line generated test file. Every
test session contains 20 000 transactions and is repeated at
least 20 times. Reported values are the means of the replica-
tions. In particular, we examined how well our OCC-τDATI
algorithm performs when compared to the OCC-TI [17] and
OCC-DA [15] algorithm.

The test database represents a typical network database
that mimics a Home Location Register (HLR) [30] which is
used to store information about users of the network. Op-
erators use HLR databases to store subscriber data, loca-
tion data, network access data, and about network services
data, for example call forwarding. To simplify presentations
schema presented below does not contain all the operations
of the HLR. Instead database and transactions are from The
Telecom One (TM1) benchmark designed for telecommu-
nication applications [29]. Transaction parameters used in
these test are listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. Transaction parameters.

Test #
Transaction name #1 #2 Deadline Mode
GetNewDestination 90 % 85 % 50 ms read-only
UpdateDestination 10 % 10 % 100 ms update
UpdateLocation 0 % 5 % 150 ms replace

Transactions are validated atomically. If the deadline
of a transaction expires, the transaction is always aborted.
Other test parameters include the exponentially-distributed
arrival rate. The final deadline is calculated using EDF
method which is uses as a scheduling method.

3.1 Results of our experiments

In the first series of experiment tests we have used miss-
ratio metric, which represents the fraction of transactions
which miss their deadlines. In Figure 4(a) we have fixed
fraction of write transactions to 10% (UpdateDestination)
and varied the arrival rate of the transactions in second. We
can clearly see that OCC-τDATI offers the best overall per-
formance, OCC-DA is second best, and OCC-TI is clearly
the worst algorithm. This confirms that the overhead for
supporting dynamic adjustment in OCC-τDATI is smaller
than the one in OCC-DA. This confirms also that the num-
ber of transaction restarts is smaller in OCC-τDATI com-
pared to OCC-TI and OCC-DA. Our experiments also con-
firm the results in [15] that OCC-DA outperform OCC-TI.

A high data contention introduced by massive service
management transactions often increases the number of
concurrency control aborts in traditional optimistic concur-
rency control protocols. In addition, the validation time of
transaction must be bounded in order to guarantee that real-
time transactions will meet their deadlines. In the second
series of experiments (Figure 4(b)), we examined how the
execution of non-real time service management transactions
affects the database throughput. Thus we have used all tree
transactions presented earlier. Fraction of UpdateLocation
transaction is 5% in the test. Experiment results confirm
that OCC-τDATI outperforms OCC-DA and OCC-TI.
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Figure 4. OCC methods compared.

4 Conclusions

Although the optimistic approach has been shown to
have a better performance than locking protocols in firm
real-time database systems, it has problems of unnecessary
restarts and a high restart overhead. In this paper, we have
presented an optimistic concurrency control protocol called
OCC-τDATI that takes into account the priority of transac-
tions and uses a relaxed serializability. It has several ad-
vantages over the other concurrency control protocols. The
protocol maintains all the nice properties of forward vali-
dation, a high degree of concurrency, freedom from dead-
lock, and early detection and resolution of conflicts, result-
ing in less waste of resources as well as a smaller number
of restarts. All of these are important to the performance
of RTDBSs and contribute to greater chances of meeting
transaction deadlines.

Compared to other OCC protocols that use dynamic se-
rialization order adjustment, the proposed method OCC-
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τDATI is much more efficient. Performance studies pre-
sented here confirm that OCC-τDATI outperforms both
OCC-TI and OCC-DA. Experiment results using real-time
database system for telecommunications clearly indicate
that the proposed method is able to dynamically adapt
changing workload situations.
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